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Diffusion-limited interface collisions
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In many growth processes, two-dimensional domains are nucleated, grow, and finally merge. This
scenario can be found in diverse non-equilibrium processes, such as the quenching of magnetic systems[1],
epitaxial growth of molecular or atomic monolayers[2], or growth of bacterial colonies[3]. While nucleation
and growth have been studied extensively, less is known about the merging process. In order to investigate
this process, we study in details the collision of two straight interfaces moving towards each other and
colliding. When the interfaces interact only with short-range interactions[4], the interface which is formed
by the collision was recently found to be asymptotically independent on the collision details (type of
interaction, fluctuations during the collision, etc...). As a consequence, despite the complex nonlinear
character of the collision process, simple universality emerges.

We focus on the case where interactions are induced by diffusing species, such as during the growth
of two-dimensional materials (such as graphene), or during the growth of bacterial colonies competing
for food. We use on-lattice Kinetic Monte Carlo Simulations and find that a linear Langevin model can
reproduce the main results. As opposed to the intuitive expectations, we find that the roughness of the
newly formed interface can be smaller when growth is faster. These results could help to minimize the
roughness of grain boundaries of grown 2D materials, which have a strong influence on the thermal and
electronic transport properties of these materials.
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